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ELECTRONICS AND COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING

Semester - I

1. GE2115 Computer Practice Lab – I
2. GE2116 Engineering Practice Lab.
3. Physics & Chemistry Lab - I

Semester – II

1. GE2155 Computer Practice Lab – II
2. GS2165 Physics & Chemistry Lab – II
3. EC2155 Circuits & Device Lab.

Semester - III

1. EC2207 Digital Electronic Lab.
2. EC2208 Electronic Circuits Lab – I
3. EC2209 Data Structures & Objects oriented Programming Lab.

Semester - IV

1. EC2257 EC – II Lab.
2. EC2258 LIC Lab.
3. EC2259 Electrical Engineering & Control System Lab

Semester – V

1. EC2306 DSP Lab.
2. EC2307 Communication System Lab.
3. EC2308 µp Lab (Microprocessor & Micro Controller

Semester - VI

1. EC2356 Computer Network lab
2. EC2357 VLSI Design Lab
3. GE2321 Communication skills Laboratory

Semester - VII

1. EC2404 Electronic system Design lab
2. EC2451 Optical & Microwave Lab
Semester - VIII

1. EC2451 PROJECT WORK